Measurements of absolute hadronic branching fractions of ground state charmed mesons are important for several reasons. The branching fractions for certain decays, such as D . In addition, hadronic decays probe the interplay of short distance weak decay matrix elements and long distance QCD interactions, and measurements of branching fractions provide valuable information to help understand strong force-induced amplitudes and phases [2] .
The CLEO-c experiment at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) e + e − collider collected 586 ± 6 pb −1 of data at a center of mass energy of 4.17 GeV, above the threshold for D [4, 5] . The CLEO Collaboration has previously reported measurements of eight absolute D + s branching fractions with a 298 pb −1 subset of the data [5] . In this paper we report the results of an extended determination of the branching fractions with the full CLEO-c dataset, using 13 D s decays reconstructed in 16 final states, listed in Table I . This update significantly improves both the statistical and systematic uncertainties on the branching fraction determinations of key normalization modes. We also obtain first measurements of the branching fractions of a number of previously unmeasured decays, and resolve the tension between the world average inclusive and exclusive determinations of B(D s → η X).
Consider a situation in which e 
for each mode i. The A CP values do not depend on the branching fraction fit. The CLEO-c detector was a symmetric general purpose solenoidal particle detector located at the CESR e + e − collider. The detector is described in detail elsewhere [6, 7] . Here we summarize the details relevant for this measurement.
The momenta of long-lived charged particles, in particular π ± and K ± , are determined using two concentric drift chambers [7, 8] immersed in a 1 T magnetic field. The tracking system provides angular coverage in the region | cos θ | < 0.93, where θ is the polar angle from the beam axis, 
and has momentum resolution σ p /p ∼ 0.6% at 1 GeV/c for tracks that cross every layer. Discrimination between different species of charged particles is achieved by using specific ionization (dE/dx) measurements from the outer drift chamber and particle velocity as measured by a ringimaging Cherenkov detector [9] for | cos θ | < 0.8. Photons are detected as showers in a CsI(Tl) electromagnetic calorimeter [10] , which provides energy resolution of σ E /E ∼ 5% at 100 MeV. Charged pions and kaons are selected from reconstructed charged tracks that satisfy dE/dx and Cherenkov requirements. The minimum track momenta considered in this analysis are 50 MeV/c and 125 MeV/c for π ± and K ± respectively. We form K 0 S candidates from pairs of opposite sign charged tracks. They are constrained to originate at a common origin which may be displaced from the primary collision vertex, and the four-momentum of the system is recomputed at that point. We require |m(
2 , where m(π + π − ) is the reconstructed invariant mass of the π + π − pair. Pairs of photon candidates are combined to form π 0 → γγ and η → γγ (η γγ ) candidates and kinematic fits to the π 0 and η masses are performed to improve the four-momentum resolution. We require that the unconstrained masses be within 3σ of the nominal particle mass given the expected resolution. We reconstruct η → π + π − π 0 (η 3π ) candidates, requiring that 0.53 < m(π + π − π 0 ) < 0.57 GeV/c 2 . We form η candidates in three final states: We fit the invariant mass spectrum of single tag candidates to obtain signal event yields; these fits are done separately for each mode and D s charge. The (charge-combined) fits in data are shown in Fig. 2 . The background is parametrized as the sum of components from (a) other decays of charmed mesons ("open charm") and (b) continuum light quark production, τ + τ − production, and γJ/ψ and γψ(2S ) production. The open charm background often has significant structure, and the shapes are derived from a Monte Carlo simulation of inclusive open charm production processes ("generic MC"). The non-open charm background is parametrized by a quadratic polynomial whose parameters are allowed to float, which has been verified to be an acceptable model in Monte Carlo simulations of these processes.
Open charm production and decay is modeled with the EvtGen package [11] , with decay tables tuned to reflect the CLEO-c results for open charm branching fractions and production crosssections at 4.17 GeV. Initial state radiation is modeled using the cross-sections for open charm processes from threshold to the center of mass energy [12] . Final state radiation from charged particles is modeled with the Photos 2.15 package [13, 14] . Particle interactions with material and detector response are modeled with a Geant 3-based simulation [15] . The normalization of the open charm background contribution is fixed from the generic MC prediction and the peaking component is generally negligible, although for modes with K 0 S mesons in the final state it can reach 5% of the signal yield.
The signals for modes with photons are modeled with the sum of a Gaussian and a wider Crystal Ball function [16] with a common mean parameter; all other modes are modeled with the sum of two Gaussians with a common mean. The lineshapes and reconstruction efficiencies are determined from dedicated signal Monte Carlo samples ("signal MC"). We perform a maximum likelihood fit, with the branching fractions and N D * s D s as parameters, to the observed single and double tag yields. The small expected crossfeeds and residual external peaking backgrounds to double tag modes are included in the fit. Systematic uncertainties are propagated to the final results by altering the fit inputs accounting for appropriate correlations.
We validate the self-consistency of the yield determinations, efficiencies, and branching fraction fit procedure on the generic MC sample, which corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 20 times the recorded dataset. We reproduce the input parameters of the simulation with a χ 2 /d.o.f. = 19.1/17 and conclude that the procedure has no significant inherent biases. We also test the branching fraction fitter on pseudoexperiments with very small yields and find that it produces reasonable central values and pull distributions for the output parameters, even when many of the measured yields are in the low statistics regime. We check the time stability of the observed K set of fits allowing the widths of the signal peaks to vary by an overall mode-dependent scale factor. The largest excursions are seen in modes with photons in the final state, where changes in yields up to 18.6% are seen (K 0 S K + π 0 ). We use the difference in the fixed-width and floating-width yields as uncertainties on the signal yields from the parametrizations. Examining the eventual results of the branching fraction fit, we do not see evidence that these yield excursions are correlated, so these uncertainties are treated on a mode-by-mode basis, only correlated between D For single tag yields, we subtract peaking backgrounds via the background shape in the yield fit. For double tag yields, we explicitly subtract crossfeeds and external backgrounds. The uncertainty due to the crossfeed estimates, and due to the single tag background parametrization, is obtained by refitting with the total open charm background estimates reduced by 20%; the effect on the results is generally negligible, giving an uncertainty < 0.2% on B(
. We independently compare the Monte Carlo and data rates for random pion pairs to be reconstructed as K 0 S candidates in modes with K 0 S daughters, by extracting the single tag yields in sidebands of K 0 S mass in data. The generic MC overestimates the background, compared to data, and we correct for this effect. The statistical uncertainty in the difference of the rates in data and generic MC is considered a systematic uncertainty.
We assign a number of systematic uncertainties to account for differences in predicted and actual efficiencies for reconstructing final state particles. These are assumed to be fully correlated across all efficiencies. We observe that for some neutral hadrons simulation overestimates the reconstruction efficiency, so we apply corrections of −6.0% per π 0 , −6.5% per η γγ candidate, and −4.6% per η ργ candidate. The uncertainties applied to the efficiencies are 0.3% per charged pion, including K 0 S daughters; 0.4-2.5% for decays with charged kaons, where the exact value depends on the momentum spectra of the kaons; 0.9% per K 0 S ; 1.2-1.8% per π 0 , depending on the momentum spectra; 4.0% per η γγ candidate and η ργ candidate; and an additional 4.0% for η ργ candidates, added in quadrature with the previous uncertainty. Similarly we correct the simulation for observed small momentum-dependent differences between simulation and data for particle ID efficiency, and we assign an uncertainty of 0.2% per pion and 0.3% per kaon, correlated for all efficiencies.
We use certain intermediate particle decays
, which themselves have uncertainties in their branching fractions. We correct our simulations to the PDG 2012 [1] world averages for these branching fractions and include systematic uncertainties of 0.07%, 0.7%, 1.2%, 1.6%, and 2.0%, respectively.
The predicted reconstruction efficiencies for various D s decays depend on the resonant substructure of the decays, as these determine the momentum spectra of observed final state particles. Differences between data and simulation in decays to three or more final state particles may therefore bias the efficiency. We obtain a measurement of the efficiency from data and compare to the simulation to determine the potential size of such biases. First, we parametrize the efficiency as a function of "Dalitz variables," the invariant mass squareds m 2 ab of pairs of final state particles. This parametrization is done with a multilayer perceptron neural network from the TMVA package [17] , used as a regression tool. It is trained on simulation samples where generated events which are reconstructed in simulation are assigned the value 1, and those which are not reconstructed are assigned the value 0; with the appropriate choice of estimator the neural network output value converges to the local value of the efficiency at each point in phase space. This procedure can be applied to simulated samples where the generated events are not uniformly distributed in phase space. We then use our likelihood fits to data to obtain per-event signal weights using the sPlot procedure [19] , which essentially functions like a sideband subtraction technique using all available events. Having obtained the efficiency as a function of position in phase space and a backgroundsubtracted model of the distribution of data events in the phase space, the weighted harmonic mean of the expected efficiencies w i / (w i / i ) provides the overall efficiency, as estimated from data. We can perform this procedure in generic MC as well, which gives an estimate of the bias in the determined efficiency caused by the presence of background. We generally assign the quadrature sum of the departures from unity of the data/signal MC and generic MC/signal MC ratios as the uncertainty due to the resonant substructure for a mode. This ranges from 0.6% for
In the π + π + π − mode, there is evidence that a contribution not modeled in the simulation is present in data. In this case we correct the efficiency determined from simulation by 5%, to match the value estimated from data, and apply an uncertainty of 2%. Additional uncertainties of (0.6-0.7)% are applied to account for the fraction of events rejected by K 0 S vetoes. Finally, we see an excess of events in data for π + π 0 η that have m(π + π 0 ) above the upper bound for our ρ + selection, compared to MC simulation. We find that the MC-determined ratio of yields after our m(π + π 0 ) selection to the full phase space is low by (−13 ± 2)% and correct our efficiency to reflect this, as our final result is the branching fraction for the full m(π + π 0 ) phase space.
We use tight cuts on m rec in order to reduce backgrounds for most single tag yields. The efficiency of this cut depends on the momentum spectrum of the D s mesons produced via e + e − → D * s D s . We consider two effects that might alter this. First, initial state photon radiation can result 
.52 ± 0.05 ± 0.03 1.48 ± 0.08 0.274 ± 0.006 ± 0.005 +0.026 ± 0.015 ± 0.006
5.55 ± 0.14 ± 0.13 5.49 ± 0.27 1 −0.005 ± 0.008 ± 0.004
6.37 ± 0.21 ± 0.56 5.6 ± 0.5 1.147 ± 0.034 ± 0.099 +0.000 ± 0.027 ± 0.012 [20] causes excursions of 0.3% on the efficiency. Combining these effects we add systematic uncertainties of 0.6% and 0.3% in quadrature, correlated for single tag efficiencies in modes with tight m rec cuts.
We allow only one candidate per reconstructed final state per event, and there is some inefficiency associated with this choice; if the rate of events with multiple candidates differs in data and in MC, our nominal efficiencies will be in error. We estimate the size of such an effect by computing the ratio of D s yield in the rejected candidates to the yield in the chosen candidates. We see agreement in the rates between data and MC within the statistical uncertainty. The difference in the central values of the ratios is taken as a systematic uncertainty.
Final state photon radiation (FSR) from charged D s daughters is modeled in simulation using the Photos package, which allows interference between the radition from different daughters. Events with significant FSR will have low reconstructed D s candidate mass and will have lower efficiency. We determine the difference in efficiency between simulated events where Photos does not generate a FSR photon and the inclusive sample, and assign 30% of this difference as a systematic uncertainty. The largest value is 1.4% for π + π + π − . The results of the branching fraction fit and CP asymmetry analysis are shown in Table II ; the correlation matrix is available in the Supplemental Material [21] . The statistical uncertainty on B(D s → K − K + π + ) is 2.5%, and the quadrature sum of the statistical and systematic uncertainty is 3.4%. This compares to the PDG 2012 fit uncertainty of 4.9% [1] . The PDG 2012 fit includes previous CLEO-c results and is therefore correlated with this measurement. The largest single contribution to the K − K + π + systematic uncertainty is the kaon tracking efficiency, which is 1.5%; the subleading contributors are the single tag lineshape uncertainties and the particle ID uncertainty. In addition we obtain N D * s D s = (5.67 ± 0.15(stat) ± 0.10(syst)) × 10 5 ; this gives σ D * s D s (4.170 GeV) = 0.967 ± 0.026(stat) ± 0.017(syst) ± 0.010(lum) nb. The luminosity normalization is derived using the procedure discussed in Ref. [4] . No notable CP asymmetries are found, the most significant being 1.6σ in K 0 S K + . Compared to our previous result based on 298 pb −1 of data, all values are consistent with the exception of K − K + π + π 0 , which has increased 13%. The change is due to improvements in our understanding of the resonant substructure and our π 0 reconstruction efficiency. We find B(D s → π + π 0 η ) to be less than half the PDG 2012 value of B(D s → ρ + η ), which is set by a branching ratio measured in Ref. [22] (B(D s → ρ + η )/B(D s → φπ + ) = 2.78 ± 0.28 ± 0.30). The PDG value causes a large tension between the inclusive measurement of B(D s → η X) = (11.7 ± 1.8)% [24] and the sum of known exclusive branching fractions (18.6 ± 2.3)%. With our new B(D s → π + η ) and B(D s → π + π 0 η ), and using the PDG fits for B(D s → K + η ) and B(D s → η e + ν), we find the sum of exclusive decays involving η to be (11.7 ± 0.9)%, in very good agreement with the inclusive determination.
These results supersede previous CLEO-c determinations of D s branching fractions and CP asymmetries. However they do not supersede the measurement of B(D s → ρ + η) = (8.9 ± 0.6 ± 0.5)% from Ref. [25] , as that measurement explicitly looks only at the ρ + contribution instead of the full π + π 0 phase space. We have measured the absolute branching fractions for thirteen D s decays, reconstructed in sixteen final states, using a double tag technique. This provides the most precise available values of the reference branching fractions B(D s → K − K + π + ) and B(D s → K 0 S K + ). The thirteen decays together form (40.7 ± 1.8)% of D s decays. No evidence of direct CP violation was found. We find that B(D s → π + π 0 η ) is significantly smaller than the current world average, and our measured value resolves the tension between the inclusive and exclusive determinations of B(D s → η X). Finally we have also determined the cross-section for e + e − → D * s D s at E cm = 4.17 GeV to be σ D * s D s (4.170 GeV) = 0.967 ± 0.026(stat) ± 0.017(syst) ± 0.010(lum) nb. We gratefully acknowledge the effort of the CESR staff in providing us with excellent luminosity and running conditions. This work was supported by the A.P. Sloan Foundation, the National Science Foundation, the U.S. Department of Energy, the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada, and the U.K. Science and Technology Facilities Council. * Now at: National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan 
